We prove the nonexistence of two-dimensional solitary gravity water waves with subcritical wave speeds and an arbitrary distribution of vorticity. This is a longstanding open problem, and even in the irrotational case there are only partial results relying on sign conditions or smallness assumptions. As a corollary, we obtain a relatively complete classification of solitary waves: they must be supercritical, symmetric, and monotonically decreasing on either side of a central crest. The proof introduces a new function which is related to the so-called flow force and has several surprising properties. In addition to solitary waves, our nonexistence result applies to "half-solitary" waves (e.g. bores) which decay in only one direction.
Introduction
Solitary water waves are localized disturbances of a fluid surface which travel at constant speed without change of form. They were first discovered by John Scott Russell in 1834 [Rus44] , who in subsequent experiments observed the empirical relationship
between the speed c of the wave and its amplitude a > 0. Here g is the acceleration due to gravity, d is depth of the fluid far away from the wave, and F is a dimensionless wave speed called the Froude number. While the approximation (1.1) is only valid for waves with small amplitude, all of the solitary waves which have so far been rigorously constructed [Lav54, FH54, Bea77, Mie88, AT81b] are nevertheless supercritical in that they satisfy the strict inequality F > 1.
(1.2)
Using the method of moving planes, Craig and Sternberg [CS88] showed in 1988 that the free surface of a supercritical solitary wave is necessarily symmetric and strictly decreasing on either side of a central crest. They further conjectured that all solitary waves are supercritical, and hence subject to their result. In the present paper we positively resolve this conjecture. Previous work was restricted to waves of elevation whose free surface lies everywhere above its asymptotic level [Sta47, AT81b, McL84] , to symmetric and monotone waves of depression where the reverse inequality holds [KP74] , or to nearly critical waves with F ≈ 1 [KK10] .
1.1. Historical discussion. Russell's observations of solitary waves, including the formula (1.1), are famously inconsistent with Airy's linear shallow water theory. This discrepancy was finally explained using weakly nonlinear models by Boussinesq in 1871 and Rayleigh in 1876. Perhaps the most famous such model is the so-called KdV equation, first written down by Boussinesq in 1877 but later rediscovered by Korteweg and de Vries in 1895; see the discussion in [Mil80] . Traveling wave solutions of the KdV equation satisfy a second order ordinary differential equation. For subcritical Froude numbers F < 1, the equilibrium at the origin is a center, which immediately rules out the existence of solitary waves (i.e. homoclinic orbits).
In higher-order models, however, the traveling wave ODE has a saddle-center at the origin when F < 1, and the existence of solitary wave solutions is quite subtle. Generically, one expects so-called "generalized solitary waves" that are homoclinic to a small periodic solution, while true solitary waves, referred to as "embedded solitary waves" in this context, are now interpreted as a codimension-one phenomenon where the amplitude of this periodic solution vanishes [CMYK01] . For a general introduction to this topic we refer the reader to the monographs by Boyd [Boy98] and Lombardi [Lom00] and the references therein. The rigorous existence of small-amplitude solitary wave solutions to the full water wave problem goes back to Lavrentiev [Lav54] in 1943 and Friedrichs and Hyers [FH54] in 1954. Subsequent proofs used more modern methods; Beale [Bea77] in 1977 used the Nash-Moser implicit function theorem while Mielke [Mie88] in 1988 used center-manifold techniques for infinite-dimensional dynamical systems. Note that, for instance by (1.1), the inequality F > 1 defining supercriticality is sharp in the small-amplitude limit. Waves with large or "finite" amplitude were first constructed by Amick and Toland [AT81b] in 1981 using global bifurcation techniques, leading to the existence of a limiting extreme wave with an angled crest [AFT82] ; also see [AT81a, BBB90] . All of these waves are supercritical waves of elevation which are symmetric and monotone in that their free surfaces are strictly decreasing on either side of a central crest as in Figure 1 (a). Indeed, especially for large amplitudes, establishing these properties is a key step in the construction.
In 1947, Starr [Sta47] discovered a surprisingly simple identity relating the wave speed to the integral of the free surface elevation (the "excess mass") and the integral of its square (related to the potential energy). For waves of elevation, this identity immediately implies supercriticality. Amick and Toland provided a rigorous proof of Starr's formula [AT81b] , and a much simpler argument was given by McLeod [McL84] . Keady and Pritchard [KP74] showed that there are no monotone and symmetric solitary waves of depression, while Kozlov and Kuznetsov [KK10] ruled out the existence of mildly subcritical solitary waves with F < 1 and F ≈ 1.
In the infinite-depth limit d = ∞, (1.2) can never hold so that in some sense all waves are subcritical and one expects nonexistence. Indeed, S. M. Sun [Sun99] proved integral identities which rule out the existence of solitary waves of elevation or depression under an assumption on the decay rate of the free surface. Hur [Hur12] removed the sign condition by proving a different identity in conformal variables, and recently Ifrim and Tataru [IT18] substantially weakened the decay assumption. For waves of elevation or depression, Craig [Cra02] gave an elegant nonexistence proof using the maximum principle. This argument has no assumptions whatsoever on the decay rate, and can be generalized to finite-depth waves in three dimensions.
The above results consider the classical water wave problem where the fluid velocity field is assumed to be irrotational. Recently, however, there has been considerable mathematical interest in steady water waves with vorticity; see for instance the surveys [Gro04, Str10] . Here we will confine our discussion to the unidirectional case where the horizontal fluid velocity in the moving frame has a definite sign. As for irrotational waves, one can define a dimensionless wave speed F so that the critical threshold is F = 1 (see (1.7) below), and we will continue to call this quantity the Froude number. As in the irrotational case, all of the smallamplitude [TK61, Hur08a, GW08] and large-amplitude [Whe13] solitary waves with vorticity that have been constructed are supercritical and monotone waves of elevation. Moreover, supercritical waves are automatically waves of elevation [Whe13, KKL15] , and hence monotone and symmetric [Hur08b] , and conversely all waves of elevation are supercritical [Whe15] . Once again there are no mildly subcritical solitary waves [KKL17] .
While outside the scope of the present paper, there is also a large literature concerning solitary water waves with the additional effects of surface tension or density stratification. We refer the interested reader to the surveys [Gro04, HM06] and in particular highlight the nonexistence result [Sun99] and symmetry results in [CS92] .
Statement of the main result. Consider a two-dimensional fluid region
bounded below by a flat bed y = 0 and above by a free surface y = d + η(x, t). Here we think of d as some average or reference depth for the fluid, and η as the deviation of the free surface from this level. Writing (u, v) for the components of the fluid velocity and P for the ratio of the pressure and the constant density ρ, the incompressible Euler equations in D are
together with the incompressibility constraint
where g > 0 is the constant acceleration due to gravity. At the bed y = 0 we impose the kinematic condition v = 0, (1.3d) while on the free surface y
and the dynamic boundary condition that
The kinematic boundary conditions assert that fluid particles on the boundary of the fluid region must remain there for all time, while the dynamic boundary expresses the balance of forces on the free surface. By a traveling wave we mean a solution of (1.3) where u, v, P, η depend on x and t only through the combination x − ct for some constant wave speed c. In this case (1.3a)-(1.3c) are equivalent to the time-independent equations
In this paper we are interested in traveling waves which satisfy the asymptotics
for some function U (y). This uniquely defines d as the asymptotic depth of the fluid, and also determines the asymptotic distribution of the vorticity
Indeed, if ω ≡ 0 so that the flow is irrotational, U (y) must be constant. When the limits in (1.5) also hold as x → −∞, the wave is called solitary. For want of a better term we therefore call solutions of (1.4)-(1.5) "half-solitary waves"; see Figure 1 (b). One of our central assumptions is that the wave is unidirectional in the sense that the relative fluid velocity u − c in the moving frame never vanishes. Without loss of generality we assume u − c > 0, and more precisely require
(1.6)
In the irrotational case where ω ≡ 0, a maximum principle argument implies that (1.6) is always satisfied [Tol97] .
In particular, (1.6) means that U − c > 0, and so we can consider the dimensionless quantity F > 0 defined by 1
which we will call the Froude number ; see [Whe15] for a detailed discussion of this terminology.
In the irrotational case one traditionally works a reference frame where U ≡ 0, in which case (1.7) recovers the classical definition F = c/ √ gd. We call a solution to (1.4) subcritical if F < 1, critical if F = 1, and supercritical if F > 1. The value F = 1 is critical in the sense that the linearized equations about the "trivial" solution , we immediately obtain the following corollary, which states that all half-solitary waves are in fact supercritical solitary waves which therefore enjoy the symmetry and monotonicity properties established in [CS88, Hur08b] . For a precise version see Corollary 2.2 below.
Corollary 1.2. Any nontrivial bounded classical solution of (1.4)-(1.6) is a supercritical and monotone solitary wave of elevation. Here symmetry and monotonicity mean that, after a translation in x, the free surface profile η(x) is even, strictly positive, and satisfies η (x) < 0 for x > 0.
Since it will be important for our proof, we conclude this subsection by introducing an invariant for steady waves called the flow force [Ben84] , which is defined as
(1.9)
A direct calculation using (1.4) shows that (1.9) is a constant independent of x. The definition of S is motivated by the divergence form of the momentum equations (1.4a)-(1.4b),
Strategy of the proof. The proof of Theorem 1.1 centers on the flow force flux function Φ(x, y) defined precisely in (3.4). Roughly speaking, Φ is the right hand side of (1.9), but with the upper limit of the integral replaced by y and the limit as x → ∞ subtracted off in an appropriate way. To our knowledge this particular function has not appeared before in the literature, and we believe that it will have further applications. In Proposition 3.1 below, we prove that Φ satisfies a linear elliptic equation to which the maximum principle applies. Since Φ vanishes on the bed y = 0 and is equal to η 2 ≥ 0 on the surface, we deduce that it is strictly positive throughout the interior of the fluid. It is worth mentioning that, in the irrotational case, the function Φ appears implicitly in Babenko's equation [Bab87] as the harmonic extension of η 2 . We emphasize, however, that this description alone is not sufficient for our arguments.
Applying the Harnack inequality to Φ ≥ 0, we see that a hypothetical subcritical halfsolitary wave cannot decay at a super-exponential rate. On the other hand, it must have at least exponential decay thanks to the "normal hyperbolicity" [Mie90] of the center manifold of small uniformly bounded solutions [Mie88, GW08] , all of which are periodic. Arguing as in the supercritical case [Hur08b] then yields precise exponential asymptotics for the wave and hence for Φ via its explicit definition. These asymptotics are not at all obvious from the characterization of Φ as the solution to an elliptic boundary value problem, and in fact imply that Φ changes sign near infinity, violating the maximum principle and leading to a contradiction.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a precise statement of our main results and perform a standard change of variables which transforms (1.4) into an elliptic boundary value problem for a function w(q, p) in an infinite strip. We also recall several wellknown facts about the dispersion relation for the linearized problem. Section 3 then contains the proof of our main result Theorem 1.1 as well as Corollary 1.2.
2. Statement of the problem 2.1. Notation. For possibly unbounded domains Ω ⊂ R n , we say that u ∈ C k,γ (Ω) if the usual C k,γ Hölder norm of u is finite.
2.2.
Reformulation. In this subsection we reformulate (1.4), under the important unidirectionality assumption (1.6), as an elliptic equation (2.11) for a function w(q, p); the asymptotic condition (1.5) becomes simply w → 0 as q → +∞. Such transformations for water waves date back to the work of Dubreil-Jacotin [DJ34] and are now completely standard, but we outline the main steps here so that the reader may more easily translate between the various notations.
For convenience, we will adopt the non-dimensional variables proposed by Keady and Norbury [KN78] , which have length scale (m 2 /g) 1/3 and velocity scale (mg) 1/3 , where here the mass flux
is a constant independent of x by incompressibility (1.4c) and the kinematic boundary conditions (1.4d)-(1.4e). In these units we now have m = 1 and g = 1.
Again by incompressibility (1.4c), there exists a stream function ψ satisfying
Moreover, the kinematic boundary conditions (1.4d)-(1.4e) guarantee that ψ is constant both on the bed y = 0 and the free surface y = d + η. We normalize ψ so that it is zero at the bed, in which case its value on the free surface is m = 1. Taking the curl of (1.4a)-(1.4b), we find that the vorticity
and the stream function have parallel gradients, ψ x ω y − ψ y ω x = 0. Since our assumption (1.6) gives inf ψ y > 0, this then implies that ω is globally given as some nonlinear function of ψ. By an abuse of notation, we will write this relationship as
and call ω(ψ) the vorticity function. Substituting (2.1) into (2.2) now yields the semilinear elliptic equation ∆ψ + ω(ψ) = 0.
Next we eliminate the pressure P using Bernoulli's law, which states that where the divergence form of (2.7a) comes from (1.10b); see [CS11] . Using (2.6) and Bernoulli's law (2.3), the flow force S defined in (1.9) is seen to be
The asymptotic condition (2.5) is transformed into
where here H is related to Ψ via y = H(Ψ(y)) and must satisfy 1 2H 2 p + Ω p = 0, H(0) = 0, H(1) = d, 1 2H 2 p (1)
(2.10)
In particular, the Froude number F is given by
In light of (2.9), it is natural to introduce the difference
Note that w(q, 1) = η(q). Substituting h = H + w into (2.7) and isolating the linear terms, we obtain
where the asymptotic condition (2.9) becomes simply w(q, p) → 0 as q → +∞.
(2.12)
The nonlinear terms on the right-hand side of (2.11) are given by
2.3. Dispersion relation. The following linearized version of (2.11), in which N 1 and N 2 have been set equal to zero, plays a central role in our arguments:
on p = 1, v = 0 on p = 0.
(2.13) This is a first-order approximation for small-amplitude water waves, and the leading-order approximation for small-amplitude water waves which are periodic in q. Separating variables as usual, we find that bounded solutions of (2.13) are linear combinations of the functions cos(|−λ j | 1/2 q)ϕ j (p), sin(|−λ j | 1/2 q)ϕ j (p) where λ j and ϕ j are the non-positive eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions of the Sturm-Liouville problem
(2.14)
It is well known that Sturm-Liouville problems such as (2.14) have a countable set of simple eigenvalues λ 0 < λ 1 < · · · < λ j < · · · accumulating at infinity, and the corresponding eigenfunctions can be rescaled to form an orthonormal basis for L 2 (0, 1; H −1 p ), the space of L 2 functions on (0, 1) with measure H −1 p dp. Classical oscillation theory asserts that ϕ j has precisely j zeros on the interval (0, 1) [Tes12, theorem 5.11] . Moreover, a calculation shows that λ 0 < 0 if and only if F < 1, and in this case λ 1 > 0; see for instance [Tes12, theorem 5.17] . Throughout this paper we are assuming F < 1 so that the wave is subcritical, and therefore we write λ 0 = −τ 2 0 < 0, λ j = τ 2 j > 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . .
Precise statement of the main result.
A more precise version of our main result Theorem 1.1, as well as Corollary 1.2, are as follows. We assume that the vorticity function ω ∈ C γ , or equivalently that H ∈ C 2,γ .
Theorem 2.1. Let w ∈ C 2,γ (S) be a solution of (2.11)-(2.12) with subcritical Froude number F < 1. Then w ≡ 0.
Using Theorem 2.1, we can now prove a precise version of Corollary 1.2.
Corollary 2.2. Let w ∈ C 2,γ (S) solve (2.11)-(2.12), and assume that w ≡ 0. Then F > 1, and w is a monotone solitary wave of elevation in that, after a translation, w is even in q and satisfies w q < 0 for q > 0 and 0 < p ≤ 1.
Proof. Let w be as in the statement of the corollary. By Theorem 2.1, w cannot be subcritical, and from [KKL17] (also see [Whe15] ) we know that w cannot be critical either. Thus w is supercritical, and hence w > 0 for 0 < p ≤ 1 by the maximum principle argument in [Whe13, KKL15] . The hypotheses of the moving planes argument in [CWW18] are therefore satisfied, which gives the result. Here we cite [CWW18] because we assume decay only as q → +∞; the corresponding result with decay in both directions is originally due to Hur [Hur08b] with vorticity and [CS88] in the irrotational case.
Proof of the main result
The proof of Theorem 2.1 centers on the properties of the (relative) flow force flux function Φ, which we believe is introduced in the present paper for the first time. Its definition in (3.4) below is motivated by the following calculation. Suppose h ∈ C 2,γ (S) is a solution of (2.7) but not necessarily (2.9), and let H(p) be a solution of (2.7) with the same Bernoulli constant R, i.e. a solution of (2.10). We seek a simple formula for the difference S − S + , where S is the flow force constant (2.8) for h and S + is the constant for H. Replacing h with H in (2.8) we see that − w 2 q (q, p ) h p (q, p ) dp .
(3.4)
A surprising new fact about Φ is that it solves a homogeneous elliptic equation as stated in the following Proposition 3.1. Let h, H ∈ C 2,γ (S) be as above and define the flow force flux function Φ by (3.4). Then there exist coefficients b 1 , b 2 ∈ L ∞ (S) such that Φ ∈ C 2,γ (S) satisfies the linear equation
5)
together with the boundary conditions Φ = 0 on p = 0, Φ = w 2 + 2(S − S + ) on p = 1.
(3.6)
In the irrotational case with no vorticity, b 1 , b 2 ≡ 0 and (3.5) is equivalent to Laplace's equation (∂ 2 x + ∂ 2 y )Φ = 0 in the original variables.
